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Now the Mackintosh philosophy lives on
through a series of stunning in-frame and
contemporary designs, delivering not only
kitchens for living in, but also works of art.
Designed with the present and future in
mind rather than an eye on the past, they
resonate with the ideals of the man himself.
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Framed
Range
Simple lines, a reassuringly solid
look and a superior range of
finishes… just three hallmarks of
our classic framed kitchen range.
Introducing a design classic.
Traditional workmanship and
design are combined with a
sleek, contemporary edge, for an
effortlessly stylish space that will
defy the decades. Straight edges
and classic Shaker-style designs
are enriched with sweeping, tactile
curves, all built around the same
clean, sturdy structure. An array
of colours and finishes – from the
warmth of natural wood to gloss
lacquered ivory – means you
can really make it your own.
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Framed

Painted Green
Our classic framed doors are given
a painted finish in a light sage
green. The result is a wonderfully
fresh, spring-like feel, which adds
colour and can be easily combined
with Natural or Lissa Oak.
Shown with handle suite 197
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Framed

Lissa Oak
Traditional
This timeless design combines
simple, bold lines with the
natural warmth and resilience of
oak. Solid oak frames surround
veneered centre panels, and
traditional design features such
as base pilasters and curved
island unit hint at the architectural
inspiration behind the range.
Shown with handle suite 502

1 Mantel feature arrangement
2 Belfast sink unit with handle suite 503
3 Mackintosh feature dresser
unit with handle suite 510

1

2
3
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Framed

Ivory Painted
1
2

Elegant ivory makes the perfect,
classic complement to both
natural wood surfaces and your
existing colour scheme. Painted
timber doors, constructed around
a solid wood frame, give a light
and airy feel. Add your choice of
handles and other design features
to personalise your space.
Shown with handle suite 503

1 Shown with handle suite 524
2 Dresser unit arrangement shown
with handle suite 507
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Framed

Painted White
& Natural Oak
The perfect design combination:
the warm, natural tones of oak,
complemented with the classic,
painted look of white timber. Each
door is comprised of a solid oak
frame and a veneered centre
panel. Add curved units, traditional
pilasters and feature dresser doors to
create a lasting design statement.
Shown with handle suite 197

1 Base turned feature pilaster
2 Shown in Painted Green

1
2
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Framed

Natural Oak &
Painted Blue
A classic colour combination that
instantly makes any room appear
lighter and brighter. Soft, sky blue
pairs beautifully with natural oak and
lends your home a fresh, vibrant feel.
Shown with handle suite 197

1 Shown in Painted Oyster

POSITION ONLY
1
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Framed

Walnut
The rich colouring and dense,
exquisitely patterned, grain of walnut
makes it a perennial favourite of
furniture makers and craftsmen.
Here, simple, bold lines let the natural
warmth and beauty of the wood
shine through. Solid oak frames are
over-veneered with walnut, as is
the central panel in each door.
Shown with handle suite 510
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Framed

Painted
Grey
A classic kitchen design painted
in a luxurious heritage shade. Soft
grey is both understated and chic
– a liveable shade that provides
an alternative to bare wood and
still gives you the flexibility to switch
the rest of your colour scheme.
Shown with handle suite 528

1 1000mm larder unit complete with
accessories including wicker baskets, wine
racks and removable storage boxes

1
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Framed

Natural Oak
Durable, hardwearing oak finds
a natural pairing with traditional
design features such as base
pilasters, planked panels and
corbels. A beautifully designed
and crafted kitchen – constructed
around frames of solid oak – that
will forever remain a classic.
Shown with handle suite 197
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Framed

Gloss Ivory
The addition of glossy ivory lacquer
adds a clean, contemporary
twist to this classic design. With a
smooth, hardwearing finish and
mirror-like shine, each surface
reflects light for a bright, spacious
feel. Customise with our range of
worktops and fittings to create an
entirely different look and feel.
Shown with handle suite 507

1 Gloss Ivory lacquered finish

1
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Framed

Ivory Painted
Modern
Unlike a lacquered finish, painting
the timber allows you to see – and
feel – the natural grain of the wood.
Elegant ivory keeps the feel of the
room light and airy, while giving
a softer appearance than pure
white. Additional design features,
such as glazed wall units, add to
this sleek, contemporary look.
Shown with handle suite 123

1 Shown with handle suite 157
2 Glazed wall units shown
with handle suite 174

1
2
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Framed

Lissa Oak
Modern
A striking design combination of
clean lines, smooth, subtle curves
and the warm glow of natural
timber – the perfect balance
between traditional and modern
styling. Made to last, with solid oak
frames, veneered centre panels
and a superior-quality finish.
Shown with handle suite 511

1 Curved units shown with handle suite 512
2 With handle suite 179

1
2
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Framed

Gloss Ivory
& Walnut
A statement design that’s built
around contrast – the warm, reddishbrown tones of the walnut look
stunning paired with cool, lacquered
ivory gloss. The ultra-modern
styling is enhanced with chunky
worktops and sleek appliances.
Shown with handle suite 507
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Profile
Range
Minimalist, Shaker-style influences,
smooth, curved surfaces and
statement details combine in the
ultra-desirable Profile range.
Simple is beautiful. Blending
clean, straight lines with gracefully
contoured curves, this is a softer,
more natural take on stripped-back
minimalism. Superbly crafted, each
Profile chamfered Shaker kitchen is as
individual as the home it completes
– a living, functioning work of art.
Choose from a range of surfaces
and textures, from timber to painted
finishes, and customise with the
design details that fit your lifestyle.
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Profile

Painted
Ivory Shaker
Clean, Shaker-inspired lines and
the freshness of ivory lend this
design a breezy, New England feel.
Each unit door features horizontal
chamfers with an ivory painted solid
frame and veneered centre panel.
Extra design details – the addition
of a fitted wine rack, or glazed
feature door – make it your own.
Shown with handle suite 194
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Profile

Painted Blue &
Lissa Oak Shaker
The warm glow of oak makes an
original yet beautiful pairing with sky
blue painted surfaces. Together,
the soft muted shades give a fresh,
airy feel with more than a hint of
the English seaside. Shaker-style
doors feature horizontal chamfers
with a blue painted solid frame
and veneered centre panel.
Shown with handle suite 194

1 Curved corner base unit
shown in Painted Grey

1
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Profile

Lissa Oak
Shaker
Traditional design with a twist.
Timeless oak and pleasingly
minimalist Shaker-style lines receive
a modern update with the addition
of smooth, contoured curves.
The Shaker-style doors feature
horizontal chamfers with a solid
frame and veneered centre panel.
Shown with handle suite 191

1 Shown in Painted Green

1
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Profile

Lissa Oak & Painted
Oyster Shaker
A successful colour combination
of rich, warm oak and subtle oyster
– a softer, more muted alternative
to white. Doors are constructed
around a solid-wood frame, while
the veneered centre panels feature
horizontal chamfers in keeping with
the Shaker style. Curved end units
and the free-standing island feature
add a stunning design detail.
Shown with handle suite 175
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Linear
Range
Introducing the Linear range:
a bold, thoroughly modern
fusion of clean lines, modern
styling and a flawless veneered
or lacquered finish.
The ultimate in chic, metropolitan
styling, a Linear kitchen combines
modern lines with wide, sweeping
curves, spectacular lighting with
highly-polished or veneered
surfaces, high-tech appliances with
appealingly chunky work surfaces.
Whether you fall for the simplicity of
natural oak or the high drama of
gloss black, you’ll have a versatile
and imaginative space that’s
designed around your every need.
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Linear

Walnut
Walnut is famed for its exquisite grain,
and the simplicity of this design –
seamless panels and strong, bold
lines – showcases the natural beauty
of the wood perfectly. Veneered
slab doors and brilliantly polished
work surfaces create an ultramodern look, while the sweeping,
signature horseshoe-style curved
peninsular design shown here
provides a truly stunning focal point.
Shown with handle suite 174

1 Horseshoe design
2 Curved corner base unit
3 Curved peninsular units shown
with handle suite 179

1

2
3
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Linear

Gloss White
1

For the ultimate in minimalist
chic, pair modern, pared-back
styling with pure, brilliant white.
Here, lacquered gloss doors are
topped with chunky work surfaces
to give a more substantial feel, and
letterbox glass wall units lend just
the right amount of design detail.
Shown with handle suite 125

1 Bi-fold wall units with letterbox
design and handle suite 522
2 Shown with handle suite 518

2

1
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Linear

Gloss Ivory
& Walnut
Lacquered gloss ivory combines
with the warm tones of veneered
walnut for a look that’s sleek,
sophisticated and distinctly
modern. Curved corners and
island units add an eye-catching,
stylish edge, while ultra-modern
appliances look perfectly at home.
Shown with handle suite 513

1 Curved base unit shown
with handle suite 181
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Linear

Gloss White
& Black
A sleek monochrome colour
scheme has always been a byword
for style. Here, glossy expanses
of brilliant white lacquer are
accented with black gloss doors
to spectacular effect. Sleek metals
and creative lighting techniques
bring this timeless design to life.
Shown with handle suite 133
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Linear

Gloss White &
Natural Oak
The traditional, rich warmth of oak
meets the sleek, urban look of
white lacquer. Clean lines, edges
and right angles are softened with
chunky worktops and eye-catching
design features, like the floral printed
glazed wall units shown here.
Shown with handle suite 514

1 Floral printed glazed bridging units

1
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Linear

Walnut &
Gloss Black
Stylish walnut is made all the more
dramatic with accents of highgloss black. The reflective finish
of the black gloss doors, together
with creative lighting, prevents the
design looking too dark, and the
deep colour scheme is brightened
further with the addition of
accessories and fittings in chrome.
Shown with handle suite 516

1 Shown with handle suite 522
2 Shown with handle suite 519

1
2
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Linear

Natural Oak
A simple style statement for a
relaxed, contemporary vibe. The
texture and warmth of natural oak
and the thick slab work surfaces
give this design a feeling of solid
durability. Constructed with veneered
oak slab doors and finished here
with floral printed glazed wall units.
Shown with handle suite 514
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Touch
Range
High-gloss or veneer, sleek lines
and an intuitive touch-open
mechanism. Welcome to the
ultimate in minimalist styling.
The Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Touch collection is the boldest,
most fearlessly contemporary
design yet. Clean lines, a choice
of lacquer or veneer finishes and
handleless styling combine to
give a simple, discreet look. A true
work of art in your own home.
Touch is available in the following finishes:
Gloss Ivory, Gloss White, Gloss Black (Accent),
Gloss Ebony (Accent), Veneered Natural Oak,
Veneered Walnut.
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Touch

Gloss Ivory
A kitchen designed not only for looks,
but also for touch. Smooth, tactile
curves and panels have no need for
handles – simply press to open. Here,
the high-gloss ivory reflects every
ray of light to create a spectacular
shine, while the symmetry of the
design and the curved island unit
adds to the architectural quality.

1 Push to open drawers
2 Appliance housing combination

1
2
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Touch

Gloss White
& Ebony
An effortlessly stylish combination –
cool gloss white sets off the rich,
reddish hues of the ebony to
perfection. Lacquered gloss white
doors with handleless, touch-open
mechanism, combined with overlacquered veneered gloss ebony.
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Finishing
Touches
A wide range of handles, functional
accessories, worktops, sinks and taps are
available to allow you to truly personalise
your Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchen.
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Handles
We have a wide range of handle suites available to help
personalise your Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchen.
Not all handle suites are suitable for each kitchen. Most
handle suites are supplied at no extra charge, however,
a small number do carry a surcharge and your Charles
Rennie Mackintosh retailer will be happy to advise you on
suitability and costs.
Please note that a handle suite may comprise up to
three handles which are fitted to drawers, doors and
spice boxes where applicable.

Suite 60

Suite 96 & 110 †

Suite 97

Suite 104

Suite 105 & 119 †

Suite 108

Suite 151

Suite 154

Suite 155 & 121 †

Suite 157 & 123 †

Suite 158 (Touch only)

Suite 160 & 124 †

Suite 165 & 125 †

Suite 166

Suite 167

Suite 169 & 127 †

Suite 174 & 132 †

Suite 175

Suite 176

Suite 177

Suite 179 & 133 †

Suite 181 & 135 †

Suite 182 & 136 †

Suite 183

Suite 184

Suite 186

Suite 187

Suite 190 & 137 †

Suite 191 & 138

Suite 192 & 139

Suite 193 &140

Suite 194 & 141

Suite 195 & 142

Suite 196 & 143

Suite 197

Suite 198 &140

Suite 199

Suite 200

Suite 500

Suite 501

Suite 502

Suite 503

Suite 504

Suite 505 & 506 †

Suite 507

Suite 508 & 509 †

Suite 510

Suite 511

Suite 512

Suite 513 & 514 †

Suite 515 & 516 †

Suite 517 & 518 †

Suite 519 & 520 †

Suite 521 & 522 †

Suite 523 (Touch only)

Suite 524

Suite 525

Suite 526

Suite 527

Suite 528

Decal

Glass door handle

* Handle suite carries a surcharge. † Handles can be fitted either vertical or horizontal.

Touch

(Handleless Kitchens)
The Charles Rennie Mackintosh ‘Touch’ system is
designed to make the planning and installation of
a handleless kitchen as simple and straightforward
as possible.
The principle of ‘Touch’ is that wherever possible,
doors and flaps are opened simply by touch which
will partially open the door/flap.
(Note: Certain appliance doors, pull-out units, magic
corners etc., cannot open in this way.
In the same way, ‘Touch’ drawers and pan drawers
are opened by touch, activating the spring open
drawer runners.
(Note: Certain drawers used on pull-out units cannot
have sprung open drawer runners. Internal drawers
are not available with spring open runners.)
Touch is available in the following finishes: Gloss Ivory, Gloss White,
Gloss Black (Accent), Gloss Ebony (Accent), Veneered Natural Oak,
Veneered Walnut.
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Functional Accessories

Lighting/
Shelving
Modern lighting is an important
feature within the design of your
kitchen. Our extensive range offers
a wide variety including the very
latest styles and lighting options.

Surface mounted
LED downlighter

Fluorescent triangular
under light

Fluorescent surface/
recessed downlight

LED Glass under
cupboard light

Oyster under
cupboard light

Recessed LED downlighter

Plinth light

Plinth light

LED swan neck
cornice light
Base wine rack unit

Low voltage swan
neck cornice light

Reflective glass doors – lights off

Reflective glass doors – lights on

Internal drawer lighting

Arrezzo Lighting

Edge lit glass shelf

Box lit shelves

Glass shelf and brackets

1000mm wide chrome wine rack

Pull-out towel rail and tray space

Internal drawer cutlery insert
(available in Beech or Oak)

Wine rack for use above American fridge freezers

Cutlery tray with
chopping board

Pan drawer with divider posts
(also available in Oak)

900mm top drawer
with cutlery units

Beech storage boxes
(also available in Oak)

40mm chunky shelving

1000mm pan drawer with
internal cutlery drawer

Grace lighting

Square shelf bracket

Larder unit with pull-outs
and internal drawers

150mm wine rack unit

300mm wine rack unit
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Functional Accessories

Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchens include great design ideas,
not just on the outside but also on the inside. Kesseböhmer storage
solutions provide stylish, practical and functional solutions providing
better organised and easier access to storage space.

Built-in quality with
Kesseböhmer Storage Solutions

In addition to brilliant functionality, Kesseböhmer storage solutions
stand for exclusive design and a high quality finish. Internal cabinet
space is used more efficiently than conventional systems, helping
you get the most out of your Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchen.
Kesseböhmer stands for unparalleled user comfort and for a level of
quality that sets standards worldwide.
Kesseböhmer Features and Benefits

Chrome mid-way rail

Drip tray

Charles Rennie Mackintosh units are
supplied with Kesseböhmer storage
solutions pre-fitted, saving you time and
money when installing (excludes L Shape
Corner Base Units which are supplied
ready-to-assemble).

Tandem larder storage

Pull-out larder unit

‘Le Mans’ pull-out
corner storage

Breakfront unit with
pull-out wirework

‘Softstop’ soft close action is available
on pull-out base units and larder
units, incorporating Kesseböhmer
storage solutions.
Solid bottom shelves available.
Removable recycling bins

Pull-out removable recycling bins

Greater load bearing capacity than
conventional systems.
Greater level of usable space due to
square edges on baskets.

‘Le Mans’ pull-out corner storage

150mm pull-out storage

150mm pull-out tray spacer unit

150mm pull-out
towel rail/ storage/tray

Vario corner wirework

Revolving door corner carousel

Half carousel

Unique ‘Le Mans’ corner storage solution – Red Dot Design Winner –
providing full access to corner unit storage.
(The Red Dot Design Award is one of the most highly prized and globally
recognised seals of quality for outstanding design achievements.)
Swing larder storage

Rectangular waste bin

Pop-up Socket

reddot design award
winner 2008
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Quadra
Worktops

Black Brazil (40 & 60mm)

Cosmic Granite (40 & 60mm)

Black Myriade (40mm only)

Woodmix Block
(40mm & 60mm)

Slate (40mm only)

White (40mm & 60mm)

Mirabelle Corro (40mm only)

Green-Black Copper
Neuzeit (40mm only)

Wenge Parquet (40mm only)

Taurus Stone Gloss
(40mm only)

White Beech Parquet
(40mm & 60mm)

Oak Block (40mm only)

Quadra worktops have a
unique flat-faced profile giving
the appearance of a solid
work surface and encompass
the unique Duropal ‘seal’
groove which protects against
moisture seepage. These superb
work surfaces are extremely
hard-wearing and will easily
meet the daily challenge
of the busiest kitchen whilst
retaining their good looks.

60mm

This exciting range of worktops
has been designed in conjunction
with Duropal, a leader in laminate
technology throughout Europe.

Quartz Stone (40 & 60mm)

Jura Marble (40 & 60mm)

Unique ‘seal groove’

Zebrano (40 & 60mm)

Astral Quartz (40mm only)

Taurus Sand (40mm only)

Dune (40mm only)

Crystal Black (40mm only)

Taurus Stone (40 & 60mm)

Harvard Oak (40 & 60mm)

Glacial Storm (40 & 60mm)

Block Walnut (40 & 60mm)

Tuscan Granite (40mm only)

Curved Worktops
A new range of curved worktops, specially designed to suit
Charles Rennie Mackintosh curved base end and corner units
perfectly. These worktops have a totally flat-faced profile
and are a practical alternative to solid surface and granite
worktops. Curved worktops are available in 40 and 60mm.

Colour Availability:
40mm

60mm

Black Brazil
Cosmic Granite
Woodmix Block
Wenge Parquet
Black Myriade
White
Glacial Storm
Jura Marble
Block Walnut
Astral Quartz
Harvard Oak
Zebrano
Black Copper Neuzeit
Crystal Black
Mirabelle Corro
Slate
White Beech Parquet
Black Brazil Gloss

Black Brazil
Cosmic Granite
Woodmix Block
White
Glacial Storm
Jura Marble
Block Walnut
Astral Quartz
Black Myriade
Harvard Oak
Slate

Splashbacks
& Upstands
A range of laminated splashbacks and upstands are available in all colours, including
aluminium. These are 13mm thick (9mm for aluminium), laminated on both sides and
edged all round, providing the opportunity to create matching wall decor features.

Colour Samples
To order a FREE A5 sample colour swatch, delivered
direct to your home, please call 01625 660411
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Charles Rennie Mackintosh Sinks & Taps

Sinks &
Taps
The range of sinks and taps
opposite have been specifically
developed with Schock, providing
a comprehensive and stylish offer.
Schock is the word’s leading
supplier of granite sinks and the
Neptune range is made from their
outstanding material, CRISTALITE®.
Schock sinks are easy to clean, safe
for use with food and are finished
with Schock Antibac. The special
hygiene protection uses natural silver
ions to reduce bacterial growth by
up to 95% and make working in the
kitchen cleaner and safer. The range
of stainless steel sinks from Schock
are made from 18/10 grade stainless
steel – the highest grade available
– ensuring your sink is highly resistant
to staining, rusting and corrosion.

Triton

Triton

Triton

Triton

Mercury

Mercury

Belfast

Sudbury

Rustique

Rustique

Black

White

Matt Black

1.0 Bowl

Drainer

Ascot

Cream

1.0 Bowl Sink (white)

2.0 Bowl Sink (white)

1.0 Bowl

1.5 Bowl

Chrome

Liberty

Swan

Cox Cruciform**

Cox Fountain Tower**

Sterling

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Charon

Leda

Elara

Oberon

Saturn

Saturn

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

1.0 Bowl Undermount

1.5 Bowl Undermount

Jupiter

Jupiter

Verona

Baroq

Cox Side Lever**

Baroq Side Lever

Monaco

1.0 Bowl

1.5 Bowl

Chrome / Brushed Steel

Chrome / Bronze / Silver

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Creta

Creta Pull-Out

Bridge Baroq†

Flexio†

Flexi Semi-Professional†

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome / Bronze / Silver

Chrome

Chrome

Vesta

Neptune

Neptune

Neptune

Chrome

1.0 Bowl (Black reversible)

1.5 Bowl (Black reversible)

1.0 Bowl (Cream reversible)

Neptune

Neptune

Neptune

Neptune

Pluto

1.5 Bowl (Cream reversible)

1.0 Bowl (White reversible)

1.5 Bowl (White reversible)

1.0 Bowl (Matt Black reversible)

1.0 Bowl (reversible)

** Requires a minimum 5 metre
head or pressured system

Neptune

Venus

Venus

Venus

Pluto

1.5 Bowl (Matt Black reversible)

1.0 Bowl (reversible)

1.0 Deep Bowl (reversible)

1.5 Bowl

1.5 Bowl (reversible)

Swan Bridge†
Chrome

† Ideal for mounting on
a solid surface such as
topp, wood or granite
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Cabinet
Specification
Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchen cabinets are made to
order, factory assembled and supplied rigid with doors, drawers
and accessories fitted. Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchens
are manufactured in the traditional manner, glued and
dowelled for strength to ensure there are no visible fixings or
redundant holes. Each Charles Rennie Mackintosh cabinet is
fitted with soft close door and drawer dampers as standard.

Matt Ivory

Gloss Ivory

Natural Oak

Grass Nova Pro – the complete drawer
system with precision and individuality
®

A quality kitchen needs to have quality built-in. Charles Rennie
Mackintosh kitchens feature the Nova Pro drawer system from Grass ®,
one of the world’s leading suppliers of quality drawer systems. A
complete range of drawer systems are available – designed to
provide functional storage solutions, combined with the Airmatic
Lissa Oak

Walnut

soft closing action and other practical benefits.

Gloss White

Your Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchen is provided with all drawers

Cabinet Features
1

18mm solid kitchen cabinet – glue and dowel construction

2

15mm solid backs in ALL base units

3

8mm solid backs in ALL wall and tall units

4

Cabinets edged all round with durable PVC edging

5

Adjustable shelves

6

Metal shelf supports with anti-tip fittings

pre-fitted, saving you time and money on installation.
Features and Benefits:
Airmatic soft closing system – using air rather than oil to provide a
reliable cushioning and ensuring hygiene in the kitchen with no fear
of fluid leakage
Full extension drawer runners allowing full access
*Interior drawer lighting sold separately

7	A choice of 7 colour co-ordinated cabinets
(interior and exterior)
8 ‘GRASS’ twin walled, metal sided drawer system with 16mm
		 solid base and soft close dampers supplied as standard
9

Door hinges with concealed, integrated damper

10

Clip-on, metal, fully adjustable hinges

11

Adjustable legs for fitting on uneven floors

12

50mm service void

13

10-year guarantee on all cabinets (see page 74 for details)

40kg load bearing capacity as standard (more than
conventional systems)

Platinum White

Oak Drawer Boxes

Twin-wall, metal sided drawerbox with straight internal sides to provide
more storage space and better compatibility with accessories

Framed kitchens are available with an upgrade to
oak drawer boxes. Please consult with your Charles
Rennie Mackintosh retailer for more details.

Solid 16mm bottoms to provide extra rigidity and reliability
Easy cleaning with flat sides and removable drawer front. The whole
drawer is easy to remove in one easy movement – no tools, no hassle

Easy to clean

Easy to remove & replace
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Painted Kitchens – made to order
10 Year Guarantee
Your Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchen is
covered by a comprehensive 10 year guarantee,
in addition to your statutory rights.
Charles Rennie Mackintosh Kitchens guarantees
for a period of ten years that the kitchen cabinets
and fascias manufactured by Omega PLC are free
from defects in material and workmanship.
We will supply replacement products for products
that do not comply with this guarantee free of
charge or, at our discretion, repair such products
free of charge subject to terms and conditions
detailed within your guarantee certificate.

Painted Ivory

Painted Blue

Painted Green

Painted White

Painted Grey

Painted Oyster

Framed and Profile Shaker kitchens are available in a range of 6 painted finishes. These stylish colours look great
either as a full kitchen, or when combined with either Framed Natural or Lissa Oak and Profile Lissa Oak Shaker.
Each painted kitchen is supplied within 5-6 weeks (except for Framed Ivory Painted which is available within 3-4 weeks).

Deposit Guarantee Scheme
Complete peace of mind

The Charles Rennie Mackintosh Deposit Guarantee Scheme offers
you peace of mind and certainty when you purchase a Charles
Rennie Mackintosh kitchen from any of our approved retailers.
Should the retailer cease to trade before we have delivered your kitchen
furniture, then we guarantee to supply your Charles Rennie Mackintosh
kitchen furniture at the current manufacturer’s recommended retail price
list less the deposit paid, provided that the amount paid to the retailer
does not exceed 25% of the manufacturer’s recommended retail price.

Kitchen Characteristcs
Wood is a natural material with an endless variety of textures and grains. Variations evident on installation should diminish over
a period of time to create a pleasant uniformity. As our policy is one of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to amend
designs and specifications without prior notice. Where real wood veneers are used on external surfaces, we are unable to guarantee
an exact match due to natural variations in colour and grain. The colours in this brochure are as accurate as the printing process
will allow, and we recommend that you view a display or sample door at one of our approved retailers prior to purchase.

About Us
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Colour References (Dulux and all distinctive colour names are trademarks of ICI)
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Charles Rennie Mackintosh is a registered trademark of Omega PLC who also manufacture Sheraton, Chippendale
and Omega kitchens. We are a brand leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of high quality fitted
kitchens, and supply these kitchens via specialist outlets across the UK. We operate from a 315,000 sq ft purposebuilt complex, housing our manufacturing, distribution, trade showrooms and HQ. This state-of-the-art facility is
located adjacent to the M18, Junction 6 at Thorne, near Doncaster, where operations commenced in 1996 and were
officially opened by HRH Princess Margaret and subsequently visited by HRH Princess Anne, The Princess Royal.

To assist you with design of your Charles Rennie Mackintosh kitchen we have provided Dulux paint references used in the photography
featured in the brochure. We have reproduced paint colours as accurately as printing will allow although we cannot guarantee an exact
colour match, and the colours contained in this brochure should not be relied on as such. Please ensure you use a Dulux paint sampler pot
of the colour on the actual surface before undertaking your decoration.
Page 07 Framed Lissa Oak
Page 09 Framed Ivory Painted Timber
Page 15 Framed Walnut
Page 21 Framed Gloss Ivory
Page 23 Framed Ivory Painted Timber
Page 25 Framed Lissa Oak
Page 27 Framed Gloss Ivory & Walnut
Page 43 Linear Gloss White
Page 45 Linear Gloss Ivory & Walnut
Page 47 Linear Gloss White & Gloss Black
		
Page 49 Linear Gloss White & Natural Oak
Page 51 Linear Walnut & Gloss Black
Page 53 Linear Natural Oak
Page 57 Touch Gloss Ivory
Page 59 Touch Gloss White & Gloss Ebony

Brick Wall – Dulux Vanilla Mist 3
Walls – Dulux Celestial Cloud 3
Walls – Dulux Brilliant White
Back Left Wall – Dulux Pure Brilliant White, Other Walls – Dulux Pebble Drift 2
Walls – Dulux Subtle Ivory 1
Walls – Dulux Nomadic Glow 4
Left Wall – Dulux Tin White; Right Wall – Dulux Night Jewels 2
Walls – Dulux Night Jewels 3
Back Wall – Dulux Night Jewels 1; Other walls – Dulux Steel Symphony 2
Walls (from left) – Dulux Night Jewels 1; Dulux Steel Symphony 2; Dulux Royal Regatta 2;
Dulux Sky Blue
Walls – Dulux Cameo Silk 4
Walls (from left) – Dulux Pure Brilliant White; Dulux Red Stallion 1
Walls – Dulux Maraschino Mocha 5
Left & Right Wall – Dulux Niagara Blues 2; Middle Wall – Dulux Sapphire Springs 2
Walls – Dulux Cocoa Blush 3

Our purpose-built manufacturing complex boasts the very latest technology in kitchen
furniture production in the UK with computer aided design and computer controlled
manufacturing facilities working together to create an exciting range of modern and classic
kitchens, together with the very latest innovations and fitted kitchen design features.

Charles Rennie Mackintosh are proud to
be a corporate member of the KBSA. The
Kitchen, Bathroom & Bedroom Specialists
Association allows you to buy your kitchen
in confidence with over 400 independent
retailers who are dedicated to upholding
the Association’s high standard of design,
supply, installation and customer service
throughout the interiors industry.
For more information, please
visit www.kbsa.org.uk

